What’s New
XT900 Batch Service
V2.18.10.0

This document is a listing of the changes made to the XT900 Batch Service. Please take careful notice of the items
highlighted in yellow.

IMPORTANT:
Always run all the same versions from a release.
** NB **
All versions prior to 2.17.01.0 are no longer supported as of 2018-04-01.

V2.18.10.0
56045:208717 Major Release

V2.18.09.0
56045:208721 Development Release

V2.18.08.3
53860:203095 Pay export additions
Sage People and Sage Notepad

V2.18.08.1
53860:203095 Pay export additions
Payrule additions

V2.18.08.0
55886:208237 Clean up on Weighbridge dashboard
2 Additional cleanup parameters for the Weighbridge Dashboard data
56045:208721 Fix on unauth OT less than min
Payrule parameter not working correctly

V2.18.07.0
54945:205635 New payrule to retain unath ovt if less than min
Stores the unauthorised overtime under different conditions

V2.18.04.81
54945:205635 Smiths Patch
Calculation of selected time code on the leave tab

V2.18.04.8
54945:205635 Smiths Patch
Calculation of selected time code on the leave tab

V2.18.04.7
54945:205635 Out clock in end leeway applied as last off

V2.18.04.2
54635:204571 Clean up error mst_sq
The batch was getting stuck in a procedure where the MST_SQ was not accessible due to foreign key constraints.
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V2.18.04.1
53788:201872 New pay rule norm time extra on Saturday

V2.18.04.0
51724:194263 2018-04 Major Release

V2.18.03.0
50487:202292 Flexi time AG filter on pay clocks
A checkbox has been added to indicate if an access group is to be part of the flexi time clock calculations.

V2.18.01.2
52968:200294 Department transfer to store -1 as null
The batch is unable to handle an <unselected> department represented as a -1 (null equivalent)

V2.18.01.1
53215:199909 Leave Type Custom Time code
Custom development done to select a custom time code for a leave type

V2.18.01.0
52357:197447 AV on pay recalculation

V2.17.10.9
50609:189555 version alignment

V2.17.10.8
50609:189555 Range check error

V2.17.10.7
50609:189555 Off Day Max authorised OT on shift

V2.17.10.6
50609:189555 Paid break calculation fix

V2.17.10.5
47397:175811 Multi Timezone Sites
47397:175811 Cleanup error causes crash

V2.17.10.403
52777:198414 Range check error
Payrule clock reason records added range check error on flexitime pay calculation

V2.17.10.402
52777:198414 Range check error on flexitime paycalc

V2.17.10.4
51088:192091 Range check error
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V2.17.10.3
51088:191973 Add auto authorisation option on excess shift time
Custom development to auto authorise excess overtime on a shift

V2.17.10.2
50358:188572 Client specific release

V2.17.10.1
47608:176912 Version alignment

V2.17.10.0
49490:184643 Major Release
Version change only

2.17.07.4
38670:189414 Sagem 3rd party version alignment
Client specific release

2.17.07.3
49339:184034 Patch Release

2.17.07.2
50098:187399 Multiple OT records System Param with multiple OT periods fix
When the Multiple OT records system parameter was active, a bug in the procedure caused the batch to calculate
the incorrect times on clock to clock.

2.17.07.1
49339:188746 Batch Abort
A routine to check the last active employee was running on all services. It caused the batch to abort. The routine
has been removed.

2.17.07.0
47714:177223 Major Release
Version change only

2.17.04.0
47025:175329 Fix store reason time on FOLO
When the “Store clock reason time” System Parameter on the Pay Calculation tab was set, the clocking out times
were not being stored correctly
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47025:175285 Non-clocker gets normal time on PH when option not checked
If the Pulbic Holiday as NT parameter was not ticked, non-clockers were still getting Normal Time on public holidays.
This has been fixed.

2.17.01.1
46034:173841 Recalc no reply from server
When the batch IP address and port are set in XTime in the system params, the batch gives a message off “Unable to
connect to batch service” even though the details are correct. The batch would connect and perform the requested
task. This was a hard coded message that has been removed.
46034:171529 FOLO with rounding fix
When rounding and first on to last off were set on a payrule, the rounding was still occurring on the clock pairs which
caused short time on pay records.
46034:178839 Fill with Preauth time fix
The system was not using the Pre-Auth overtime to fill records as the parameter suggests:

2.17.01.0
45488:172456 Out time accumulations
Out time was erroneously being calculated outside of a shift when the payrule was sent to first on last off and there
was a call out. Out time was calculated from the end of shift to the beginning of the call out.
BEFORE:

AFTER:

*** END OF DOCUMENT ***
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